Abstract—A traditional forward dictionary is where the user inputs a word and gets one or more definitions as output. Whereas, in a reverse dictionary the user enters the desired phrase with a logic and gets a definite number of words as Outputs similar to the concept of the user input phrase. The user entered phrase need not necessarily be the same as in the definition, therefore we implement in such a way that the concept of the user input will be consider and corresponding words will be obtained as the outcome. The output results will be ranked according to the perfect similarity of the word to the input phrase to the least possible similarity of the search concept.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In a reverse dictionary, the user input is unlikely to match the definition that is already present. For example: when a user wants to know the word for the concept “Inability to sleep”. Whereas, the forward dictionary definition would be rather “sleeplessness during night”. Therefore the user input phrase should be conceptually similar to the definitions but need not be exactly the same. The building of reverse dictionary addresses this issue. For the Reverse dictionary the main concept that needs to be implemented is the Building the RMS [1]. RMS means Reverse Mapping Set. According to which, the word which is found in the definition of another word, the latter is mapped to the former [2]. Example, the forward dictionary definition of “insomnia” may be “Sleeplessness during night”. Therefore RMS of sleeplessness, i.e, R(Sleeplessness) will be “insomnia” The way to achieve this concept is to consider the key words in the user input, i.e, It is necessary to negate some common words and consider the important words such as nouns and verbs. For the inflected forms, an algorithm is used. According to which, the inflected forms will be converted into a root form. Example: “Sleeplessness during night time”, In this example the verb “Sleeplessness” plays a very important role. But it is an inflected form of “Sleep”. So we have to use the Algorithm to convert the inflected form “Sleeplessness” to its root form “sleep”.

In case there is no enough words or less than the target number of words, we can extend the search using Synonyms, hypernyms, hyponyms [1]. When there is not enough words, the synonym of each word needs to be considered. Example: the synonym of “sleep” will be “relax”. Therefore the R(Relax) will be n number of words. Therefore this allows us to expand the search result. Considering Antonyms, they play a very important part in the Reverse dictionary. Because when a user enters “Cannot sleep”, the negation word “Cannot” needs to be addressed. Therefore the word “cannot” has the same meaning as “ness” in “sleeplessness”. Thus we should still get the result as “Insomnia”. On the other hand, if there are more words than the threshold value, It can be reduced to the limit. That is, if the number of values must not exceed 10, but if we have “20”, 10 words need to be removed from the list. For this, we have to consider which word is found in most of the definitions, and the R(w)s must be removed. Example: R (what) is w1, w2,…,w10; whereas R(sleep) is w1 and w2. Thus words w1,w2,… w10 of R(what) will be removed. By doing this, we finally get a satisfying N number of results.

II. RELATED WORK

In a reverse dictionary a user input phrase is given and we receive certain number of words as output ranked with an algorithm. The related works to this reverse dictionary are the reverse dictionaries [3][4] which is built with certain drawbacks. Such work is in the RD case, where the concepts are obviously unknown already, especially in the case of user inputs, It is necessary to compute the user input during the run-time. Vector computation is known to be quite compute intensive. Hence the vectorization which is used in the current system, uses the LDA(Latent Difficult
Association) and PCA(Principal Component Analysis) [11]. The other related work to a reverse dictionary is the other existing features of a reverse dictionary where certain constraints are to be addressed.

The two main constraints needs to be addressed. The first constraint is that, the user input will not match the one in the forward dictionary. Next, the response time needs to be similar to that of a forward dictionary. The existing dictionary receives an input phrase and outputs many output words, therefore it can be tedious for the user to search one from it. Whereas, building a ranking based dictionary, allows the user to choose from a set of words which are closely related to each other. Example: In the existing reverse dictionary, the user inputs a phrase “unknown name” outputs over a 100 search results including “anonymous”, “nameless”, “incognito”, “jane doe”, “john doe”, “some”, “sky-blue pink”, “dark horse” etc. [4]. But the most accurate result for “unknown name” shall be “anonymous”, “nameless” but “incognito” also contributes some primary meaning to the user input phrase. Whereas words like “sky-blue pink”, “challenge”, “key” doesn’t have anything to do with the concept but It is associated with the word “unknown”. Reverse mapping Set, RMS of t, denoted by R(t) is mapped to the “definition” in the dictionary. Every word that contains the definition, forms the suggested output. Finally, they are arranged according to the rank.

### III. PROPOSED APPROACH FOR REVERSE DICTIONARY

In a reverse dictionary the user enters the desired phrase with a logic and gets a certain number of words as the output. To do so, we have to first build the RMS(Reverse Mapping Set). Building an RMS means to find a set of words in whose definitions any word “w” is found. Example: The word “sleep” is found in 4 definitions belonging to 4 words. Therefore R(sleep) will be “slumber”, “sopor”, “nap”, “rest”. These words must be manually entered for each word. The RMS of the words can be found from the wordnet [2][6] dictionary. The stop words like “whereas, whenever, however, very” etc needs to be negated as they don’t form a very important part of the process. Whereas, Antonyms are needed to be addressed. Example: When the word sleep is followed by “cannot”, the antonym of “sleep”, which is “wake up” should be considered for the search process. The search can be enhanced by considering the synonyms, hypernyms and hyponyms Expand Antonym, Derivation, Domain Category, Hypernym, Hyponym, Member Holony, Member Meronym, Part Holonym, of that particular word. When the words do not yield enough output. The synonym, hypernym and hyponym of that particular word is considered and the RMS of those words also form a part of the output words. A synonym is the other possible meaning of the word, where as a hypernym is the common class under which the word occurs. Example: The word “parrot” belongs to “birds”, therefore the hypernym of “parrot” is birds. Whereas the hyponym is the other similar birds like “macaw” etc. Considering synonyms, hypernyms and hyponyms will increase the number of output words. i.e, if “parrot” doesn’t yield enough results; the synonym, hyponym and hypernym of parrot will yield more results. The final step is to sort out the results. This is done when there are more number of output words. After getting result we again filter the word according to its noun, verb ,adverb, adjective

In order to avoid such unnecessary results we decrease the number of search words. By decreasing the number of outputs, we finally get the number of words which are closely associated with the search concept. Therefore, according to the previous example, when a user enters a phrase “discrimination based on colour”, the output shall be “racism”, “prejudice”, “colour line”, “colour bar”, “nepotism” etc. In order to avoid too many words, the words are grouped together with other words, and the set of two words are found in the definition of a word [1]. Example: “discrimination based on colour”, the word “racism” consists of both “discrimination” and “colour”, therefore it must be given more priority. We arrange the output words in the descending order by the means of number of words in whose definitions that word is present. Example: R(how) gives 5 words, and R(Sleep) gives 3 words. The 3 words which the word “sleep” yields is considered rather than “how”.

#### A. System Architecture

The Reverse dictionary is a computer application which takes the user input phrase and gives the corresponding words as output. The RMS contains a set of mappings, the dictionary definitions and parse trees [8] for definitions. The database of synonyms which consists of the set of synonym for individual words in the user input phrase. The hypernym/hyponym database, which consists the hyponym and hypernym sets for each individual word in the user input phrase, whereas the Antonym database consists of the set of antonym for each word in the user input phrase. The actual definition for a word is in the forward dictionary. For the scalability of the system, we consider three characteristics. First, A frequently accessed data is stored, which lets the thread to get the required data without enquiring a database. Second, the implementing of a thread pool allows for simultaneous retrieval of synonym, hyponym and hypernym, and RMS sets for words of the user input phrase.

Third, a separate database will increase the parallel processing and increase system capability. The algorithm to create a query executes the process upon receiving the user input phrase, then it calls the algorithm responsible for the sorting of the results, which requires accessing full definitions for each word. The Result sorting algorithm which allows the program to sort the output words according to the relevance of the user input word. To avoid too many words, the words are grouped together with other words, and the set of two words are found in the definition of a word. First, the words are arranged in a decreasing order, therefore the words which occur in many definitions and yields many words, that particular word will be deleted. In case, there are still more results than the threshold value, the words are again reduced until it is less than or equal to the threshold value. Finally, the words with more precise meaning to the user input phrase will be displayed, followed by several other words which are more likely to be associated with the search concept.
Finally filter the result that occurs as output according to Noun, verb, adjective, adverb form to get the appropriate sorted result.

V. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULT ANALYSIS

Our implementation compared with previously available reverse dictionary according to following parameters

Response Time Performance-
Below given graph show the response time of Proposed system and previously available dictionary comparing request rate against response time.

Quality Results-
To improve quality of product find the exact matching similar word of input phrase.

Recall Comparison-
Compare recall rate of onelook.com and proposed reverse Dictionary by giving same input to both and find out number of output word.

Fig.1: Reverse Dictionary System Architecture

Fig.2: Response time

Fig.3: Quality parameter

Fig.4: Recall comparison
VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we discuss the ways to build a reverse dictionary and also note down the existing problems that occur in the process. We, therefore, suggest a group of methods for constructing and inputing a reverse dictionary, and show the result’s quality and also the run time and scalability. The quality of this approach shows a greater improvement in the quality and run time as compared to the existing reverse dictionaries, which are onelook.com and dictionary.com. Hence, upon receiving a user’s search concept, the reverse dictionary will successfully output the relevant set of words.
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